An exceptional education begins with exceptional educators. Many years after graduation, alumni often still remember the professors who enlightened, motivated and mentored them. The Carl R. Ice Faculty Development Initiative Match enhances the college’s ability to improve student retention and graduation rates by ensuring students obtain the best possible learning experience. The awards enable the college to recruit and retain the most highly sought-after faculty via the Cornerstone Teaching Scholar and Keystone Research Scholar awards. Your investment in the program matched by the generosity of Carl and Mary Ice will create two awards, supporting two outstanding faculty members. Turn the page to find out how your gift can have double the impact.
How it works:

- 20 opportunities available.
- You give a gift of $50,000 to create one award with your name. The dean, using funds given by Carl and Mary Ice, will match with a second faculty award with both your name and the Ices’ name on the award.
  - <NAME> Cornerstone Teaching Scholar Award
  - <NAME> Keystone Research Scholar Award
  - <NAME> - Carl and Mary Ice Cornerstone Teaching Scholar Award
  - <NAME> - Carl and Mary Ice Keystone Research Scholar Award
- Your gift criteria is limited to Carl R. Ice College of Engineering or department. The matching gift is awarded at the college level.

- The gift is expendable and will be awarded at $10,000 a year for five years.
- The $50,000 gift can be given at once or at $10,000 a year for five years.
- Donor may select Cornerstone Teaching Scholar or Keystone Research Scholar designations.
  - **Cornerstone**: Your gift to name a teaching scholar will allow us to recognize exemplary undergraduate teaching skills and commitment to excellence in fundamental engineering courses.
  - **Keystone**: Your gift to name a research scholar will allow us to recognize a faculty member who has made outstanding research contributions that address urgent national and global issues.
- Two per household limit.